Company "Favorit-2020" of All-Ukrainian public organization of invalids "Movement for Equal Opportunities"

Name, surname and position of the managing director of the enterprise/company
Director – Anatolii Kalenchuk

Contact data of the enterprise/company and of the person authorized to work with foreign partners (postal address, e-mail, telephone/fax)
Company «Favorit-2020»
Deputy Director – Oleg Smolka
159/3 Smilianska str., Cherkasy, Ukraine, 18008
Tel./fax: +380 (472) 663891
Mob. +380 50 6914636, +380 93 3384587
E-mail: oleg_smolka@rambler.ru, oleg.smolka@gmail.com
Skype: oleg.smolka

Enterprise/company profile
Company "Favorit-2020" of All-Ukrainian Public Disabled Organization "Movement for equal opportunities" located in Cherkasy employs people with disabilities in order to receive funds for own development and support to the unprotected social categories of population, namely people with disabilities.

Which products/services your enterprise/company is ready to export?
Company "Favorit-2020" intends to conclude direct contracts with enterprises-processors in Europe for the supply of products - fatty acids (custom specification 3823199000) of own production in a volume of 200 tons per month with the possibility of an increase to 400 tons per month. Fatty acids are used as the active component of detergents, soaps, as additives in food, in the production of food for domestic animals, in the production of biofuels. Products are certified in Ukraine, have sanitary-hygienic conclusions and passed all necessary tests.